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ABSTRACT
This document introduces the Soft Shadow Mip-Maps technique, which consists of three 
methods for overcoming the fundamental limitations of filtering-oriented soft shadows. 
Filtering-oriented soft shadowing techniques filter shadow maps with varying filter sizes 
determined by desired penumbra widths. Different varieties of this approach have been 
commonly applied in interactive and real-time applications. Nonetheless, they share some 
fundamental limitations. First, soft shadow filter size is not always guaranteed to be 
the correct size for producing the right penumbra width based on the light source size. 
Second, filtering with large kernels for soft shadows requires a large number of samples, 
thereby increasing the cost of filtering. Stochastic approximations for filtering introduce 
noise and prefiltering leads to inaccuracies. Finally, calculating shadows based on a single 
blocker estimation can produce significantly inaccurate penumbra widths when the shadow 
penumbras of different blockers overlap.
We discuss three methods to overcome these limitations. First, we introduce a method 
for computing the soft shadow filter size for a receiver with a blocker distance. Then, 
we present a filtering scheme based on shadow mip-maps. Mipmap-based filtering uses 
shadow mip-maps to efficiently generate soft shadows using a constant size filter kernel 
for each layer, and linear interpolation between layers. Finally, we introduce an improved 
blocker estimation approach. W ith the improved blocker estimaiton, we explore the shadow 
contribution of every blocker by calculating the light occluded by potential blockers. Hence, 
the calculated penumbra areas correspond to the blockers correctly. Finally, we discuss how 
to select filter kernels for filtering.
These approaches successively solve issues regarding shadow penumbra width calculation 
apparent in prior techniques. Our result shows that we can produce correct penumbra 
widths, as evident in our comparisons to ray-traced soft shadows. Nonetheless, the Soft 
Shadow Mip-Maps technique suffers from light bleeding issues. This is because our method 
only calculates shadows using the geometry that is available in the shadow depth map. 
Therefore, the occluded geometry is not taken into consideration, which leads to light 
bleeding. Another limitation of our method is that using lower resolution shadow mip-map
layers limits the resolution of the shadow placement. As a result, when a blocker moves 
slowly, its shadow follows it with discrete steps, the size of which is determined by the 
corresponding mip-map layer resolution.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Shadows are important for visualizing 3D geometry. Over the past decades, computer 
graphics researchers have made great progress on shadow techniques to enhance the realism 
for interactive and real-time applications. In particular, soft shadow has received increas­
ingly more attention due to its potential to better approximate the shadow in the real world. 
Using current generation graphics hardware, rendering soft shadow in real time is finally 
possible. However, efficiently computing accurate soft shadow still remains challenging 
[1, 4, 5].
Soft shadow is cast by an area light, and featured with penumbras. The amount of the 
shadow in penumbra area is proportional to the visible fraction of the light source. Imagine 
a scene with a light source and a piece of geometry. A fully lit geometry point receives light 
from the entire light source. On the other hand, a fully obscured geometry point cannot 
receive any light. If the geometry point receives part of the light, it falls in the penumbra 
region.
We favor soft shadow for its realism. While hard shadow is easy to calculate, for it is 
produced by point lights, hard shadow typically does not provide a realistic appearance. In 
the real world, any light source has some size, rather than being just a point. The realism 
of soft shadows is reflected in the following aspects [5]:
• Shadows help us understand relative object position and size in a scene. For example, 
without shadow we cannot perceive the position of an object in space from a single 
image.
• Shadows can also help us understand the geometry of a complex receiver.
• Shadows provide useful visual cues tha t help in understanding the geometry of a 
complex occluder.
• The softness of the shadow boundaries provide visual cues about the distance between 
the blocker and the receiver.
2The challenge of efficiently computing soft shadow is to achieve high-quality shadow 
with real-time performance. Since the shadow value of every geometry point is determined 
by the visible fraction of the light source, a common approach to closely approximate the 
visible fraction is sampling the light source and dividing the total number of samples by 
the number of visible samples. However, this approach usually cannot perform fast enough 
for real-time rendering because sampling the light source is expensive. Another approach 
for computing plausible soft shadow is using a shadow map rendered from the light center 
to approximate soft shadows for all geometry points. Theoretically, this approach cannot 
generate physically accurate soft shadow because it assumes any point of the light source 
sees the geometry from the same position as the light center, while every point in the light 
sees the geometry differently. For a small light source, this assumption works well. For 
a large light source, however, this assumption does not hold. Nonetheless, this approach 
yields good performance because accessing shadow maps on the GPU is fast, and there are 
possibilities to achieve acceptable soft shadow quality.
Our work is based on soft shadow computation using shadow maps. We choose using 
a shadow map because of its high performance on the GPU and its potential of achieving 
high-quality soft shadows. We introduce the Soft Shadow Mip-Maps technique, which 
consists of three methods for overcoming the fundamental limitations of filtering-oriented 
soft shadows. First, we introduce a method for computing the soft shadow filter size for 
a receiver with a blocker distance. Then, we present a novel filtering scheme based on 
shadow mip-maps and trilinear filtering. Mipmap-based filtering uses shadow mip-maps to 
efficiently generate soft shadows using a constant size filter kernel for each layer, and linear 
interpolation between layers. Next, we discuss an improved blocker estimation approach. 
W ith the improved blocker estimaiton, we explore the shadow contribution of every blocker 
by calculating the light occluded by potential blockers. Hence, the calculated penumbra 




Shadows created by any type of light source can be easily computed by ray tracing. 
In ray tracing, shadows are calculated by tracing shadow rays from the surface to the 
light sources, and penumbras can be calculated by distributing these secondary rays. The 
secondary ray can be traced to any point on the light source, not just a single light source 
location. The distribution of the shadow rays must be weighted according to the projected 
area and brightness of different parts of the light source. The number of rays traced to each 
region should be proportional to the amount of the light’s energy that would come from 
tha t region if the light was completely unobscured. The proportion of lighted sample points 
in a region of the surface is then equal to the proportion of tha t light’s intensity tha t is 
visible in tha t region [6].
Shadow mapping [7] was introduced to the computer graphics world by Lance Williams 
in 1978. The principle of the basic shadow mapping algorithm is fairly simple: for a scene 
featured with a point light, a few pieces of geometry, and a camera, creating shadows follows 
a binary test—whether a geometry point is visible from the light source. If it is visible from 
the light source, it is fully lit; otherwise, it does not receive any light, thus it falls in the 
shadow. Based on this principle, generating shadows is typically done in two passes:
• First, render the scene from the light source’s view and store the depths to a z-buffer, 
or depth map.
• Second, render the scene from the camera’s view. Shadows are created by testing 
whether a geometry point is visible from the light source, by comparing the value 
stored in the z-buffer and the geometry point’s distance to the light source.
2.1 Filtering Shadows
A shadow map keeps depth values, therefore, they cannot be filtered using standard 
texture filtering method. When filtering shadows, we look up depth values from the shadow
4map, then do shadow tests (depth comparisons) and filter the results of the tests.
Percentage-Closer Filtering (PCF) [8] is devised to filter shadow signals in order to 
reduce aliasings on hard shadow boundaries. The filtering is applied on the depth test of 
every sample in the filter kernel. Although PCF is mostly useful for reducing artifacts, the 
blurred shadows generated by small filter kernel sizes can be taken as visually plausible soft 
shadows for small light sources. For larger light sources, the corresponding filter kernel sizes 
become larger. Therefore, generating smooth soft shadows requires many accesses on the 
depth texture, which greatly decreases the performance. More importantly, using a constant 
filter size makes the penumbra the same size everywhere, which is not representative of 
realistic soft shadows. Therefore, it is important to adjust the filter kernel size according to 
the relative positions of the shadow caster and receiver. Figure 2.1 shows the soft shadow 
effects by PCF.
Prefiltering is an efficient approach for enhancing texture filtering performance. How­
ever, we cannot directly apply prefiltering for shadow-map filtering, because shadow-map 
filtering does not filter the depth values, but rather the depth comparison results. As depth 
comparision outputs binary results, it is not linear. We cannot change the computation 
orders if a filtering formula contains nonlinear functions. Thus, directly applying prefiltering 
in shadow-map filtering is not easy. There are two main ways of getting around this 
limitation [1]:
F ig u re  2.1: PCF resembles soft shadows from a small area light source (Left). For larger 
filter kernels, umbra is underestimated (right, shadow under left foot). [1]
5• Interpret the depth samples as a distribution and then model the depth comparison 
statistically.
• Approximate the depth comparison function with a linear combination of functions 
that are linear in the depth component.
Variance Shadow Maps (VSM) [9] stores two components, the mean and mean square 
of a distribution of depths, instead of storing a single depth value, tha t can be easily 
precomputed in a manner similar to mip-mapping. W ith the two components, the variance 
over any filter region can be efficiently computed. W ith the variance, the blocker is 
approximated by the upper bound of one-tailed version of Chebyshev’s inequality. VSM 
achieves a noticeable approximation under low depth complexity. However, light bleeding 
happens under high depth complexity, which is caused by small variance. Light bleeding 
can be avoided using Layered Variance Shadow Maps (LVSM) [10], but with high cost. 
Arbitrary rectangular filter kernels can be evaluated at runtime using summed area tables
[11].
Convolution Shadow Maps (CSM) [12] approximates depth comparison by linearizing it 
with a weighted summation of basis terms in Fourier space. Thus, the coefficients of the 
Fourier basis terms can be precomputed. CSM also suffers from light bleedings, as appeared 
in VSM.
Exponential Shadow Maps (ESM) [13] replaces the Fourier basis terms in CSM with 
exponential basis terms. ESM achieves better quality and performance with less storage, 
compared with CSM and VSM. But the exponential approximation is not valid where the 
depth is in front of the reference depth, and such cases have to be handled by resorting to 
PCF.
Lauritzen and McCool [10] propose using the variance shadow map approach and ap­
plying it to depth maps tha t were warped by an exponential function, leading to a fast and 
robust solution that mostly avoids light bleedings.
2.2 Filtering-Based Soft Shadows
One of the commonly applied soft shadow techniques in interactive and real-time appli­
cations are filtering-based solutions [1]. The general idea is to use adaptive penumbra size 
to blur the shadow map to generate soft edges around the umbra. The penumbra size is 
computed based on a blocker distance estimation. Varying prefiltering methods are applied 
in different soft shadow techinques.
6Percentage-Closer Soft Shadows (PCSS) [14] approximates visually plausible soft shad­
ows with a small light source and performs at real-time rates. The idea is based on the 
observation that soft shadow becomes sharper as objects contact each other, and more 
blurry or softer the farther they are apart. PCSS uses a parallel planes approximation to 
estimate the penumbra size and utilizes the standard PCF to filter a single shadow map 
generated from the light center. The rendering pipeline of PCSS goes as follows:
• B locker search . For a geometry point to be shaded (the ’’receiver”), a neighbor area 
surrounding the sample projected by the receiver in the depth map is searched to find 
the average blocker distance. The average blocker distance is the result of averaging 
neighbor samples closer to the light source than the receiver. The neighbor area is 
defined according to the light size, the distance from the receiver to the light, and the 
predefined near-plane distance.
• P e n u m b ra e  e s tim a tio n . Using a parallel planes approximation, penumbrae width 
is estimated based on the light size and the blocker/receiver’s distances to the light 
using similar triangle:
w Penumbra — (dReceiver dBlocker) • wLight/d Blocker (2.1)
• F ile ring . Now a standard PCF is applied to get blurred shadows. The kernel size of 
the filtering is proportional to the estimated penumbra width.
The underlying assumption of PCSS is tha t all points on an area light share the same 
distance to every geometry point. Such an assumption allows us to use one single shadow 
map to look up depth values viewed from any point of the area light, which is easy to 
program and results in good speed. Nonetheless, failure cases occur for larger light sources. 
When the light size becomes larger, this assumption is more likely to be violated and umbras 
tends to be underestimated. One major limitation of PCSS is tha t it involves many shadow 
map accesses in blocker search and filtering steps to get smooth result, which slows down 
the computation. To enhance the performance, many prefiltering soft shadow techniques 
have been devised.
Convolution Soft Shadow Map (CSSM) [15] is based on Convolution Shadow Map (CSM)
[12], which approximates the traditional shadow test function with the convolution in 
Fourier space. The convolution prefiltering theory can be applied in both the average 
blocker depth step and the soft shadow computation step of PCSS framework. However, 
achieving high-quality soft shadows increases the number of Fourier basis terms to at least
7four, so tha t large amounts of texture memory are required to store Fourier basis terms, 
making it less practical.
To overcome the memory problem of CSSM, Baoguang et al. [16] introduce Variance 
soft shadow mapping (VSSM), which takes the advantage of Variance shadow map (VSM) 
[9] tha t is based on a one-tailed version of Chebyshev’s inequality, and requires a much 
lower amount of texture memory. Summed area variance shadow maps [11] evaluates VSM 
at runtime, which allows arbitrary rectangular filter kernels, hence it can also be plugged 
into the PCSS scheme to generate soft shadows.
Exponential soft shadow mapping (ESSM) [17] extends Exponential shadow maps (ESM)
[13] to the PCSS scheme [14] to accelerate the computation by expressing the average depth 
of the shadow-map samples closer to the light as a convolution. ESSM yields high-quality 
soft shadows with high performance.
Selgrad et al. [2] introduce a prefiltering technique for multilayer shadow maps [18] to 
approximate accurate soft shadows in real time. The core idea is to reproduce the penumbra 
of an area light by blurring the occluder and taking a single sample, as shown in Figure
2.2. The blurred occluder is obtained by progressively merging the opacities of multilayer 
shadow maps. The performance of this method is not as fast as previous work, such as 
Exponential Soft Shadow Mapping (ESSM) [17], but this method captures shadows with 
multiple blockers and hence is well suited for complicated scenes. The quality is partially 
based on a set of parameters. Failure cases happen if the parameter setting is not proper. 
W ith too few base layers, the soft shadow quality of complicated scenes cannot be sufficed. 
Limiting the maximum filter size leads to very hard shadows. Additively merging fragments 
whose depth values are not close enough results in jagged shadow boundaries.
F ig u re  2.2: Umbra and penumbra of an area light source (left). The same shadow can be 
obtained using an unsharp occluder and a point light source (right). [2]
8Targeting higher quality, Shen et al. [19] introduce an advanced filtering method and 
employ adaptive shadow map partitioning guided by a perceptual resolution prediction 
metric that exploits the typically low-frequency nature of penumbrae.
Schwarzler et al. [20] uses temporal coherence to avoid shadow recomputation in areas 
tha t were not changed hence it achieves high performance for fully dynamic scenes with 
PCSS.
To summarize, most filtering-oriented techniques are about improving the filtering per­
formance. However, with the parallel planes approximation of PCSS, they share the same 
failure case with PCSS: larger light sources lead to overestimated umbrae.
2.3 Other Soft Shadowing Methods
Occlusion textures [21] approximate the occlusion in the scene with prefiltered occlusion 
textures. The visibility of the light source at a geometry point is estimated by accumu­
lating the occlusion caused by each texture, using a novel formula based on probabilities. 
This method yields plausible soft shadows at high frame rates, and the performance is 
independent of light size. However, the blocking contribution of every fine object can be 
overestimated or missed.
Atty et al. [3] propose soft shadow mapping, which computes soft shadows by accumulat­
ing the discretized occluder areas. This method uses shadow map to approximate the block­
ers and unproject the shadow-map texels into world space. The resulting micro-occluders 
are then backprojected onto the light source, and by aggregating the occluded parts, the 
light’s visibility is determined (see Figure 2.3). Since Soft Shadow Mapping combines scalar 
occlusion values for individual occluders, it suffers from the occluder overlapping artifact 
(see Figure 2.4).
Light source Light source Light source Light source
(a) Scene view (b) Discretizing occluders (c) Soft shadows from one (d) Summing the soft shadows
micro-patch
F ig u re  2.3: Algorithm overview of Soft Shadow Mapping. [3]
9m
Reference Area accum ulation
(w ithout accounting for overlaps)
F ig u re  2.4: Overlapping artifact in Soft Shadow Mapping. [1]
Occlusion bitmasks [22] handles the occluder overlapping artifact by sampling the visi­
bility rather than accumulating occluder areas. Soft shadow map is physically plausible and 
renders high-quality soft shadows at real-time rates. It is not physically accurate because 
the subset of occluders are actually those visible from the light center, not from points on 
the light source.
Wyman [23] introduced penumbra maps to approximate soft shadow in real time. Using 
object silhouette edges, as seen from the center of an area light, a map is generated 
containing approximate penumbral regions. Rendering requires two lookups in penumbra 
and shadow maps. Penumbra maps allow arbitrary dynamic models to easily shadow 
themselves and other nearby complex objects with plausible penumbrae.
Soft Shadow Volumes [24] build on shadow volumes for hard shadows and additionally 
employ penumbra wedges [25] to account for penumbra regions. The penumbra wedges 
are constructed for all silhouette edges and encompass the resulting penumbrae. For each 
covered pixel, the edge is backprojected onto the light, and finally, the covered light area 
of the corresponding occluders is computed using Green’s theorem. However, the method 
suffers from the occluder fusion problem, leading to wrong results if occluders overlap. This 
is reduced by depth complexity sampling [26] where the light area is represented by several 
light sample points, and a counter for each sample point is maintained, keeping track of the 
number of occluders overlapping the sample point. This was originally developed for offline 
ray tracing, and a GPU variant exists as well [27].
Avoiding the high fill rate of shadow-volume-based methods, view-sample mapping [28]
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inserts the view samples into an alias-free shadow map and then rasterizes the occluders’ 
triangles into this map. For each shadow-map entry, an occlusion bitmask is maintained, 
and the light sample points overlapped by a triangle are set. Ultimately, the number of 
occluded points yields the amount of occlusion. This method not only produces accurate 
results, but is also reasonably fast for interactive applications. A related method is soft 
irregular shadow mapping [29], which makes some compromises concerning accuracy in 
favor of visual smoothness, abandoning point sampling of the light visibility and resorting 
to silhouettes instead of triangles.
CHAPTER 3
SOFT SHADOW MIP-MAPS
In this chapter, we introduce the Soft Shadow Mip-Maps technique by progressively 
replacing the PCSS stages with our methods. Our soft shadow rendering scheme is based 
on the filtering-based soft shadowing framework. Filtering-oriented techniques filter shadow 
maps with varying filter sizes determined by desired penumbra widths. Different varieties 
of this approach have been commonly applied in interactive and real-time applications. 
Nonetheless, they share some of the fundamental limitations of PCSS:
• Soft shadow filter size used by PCSS is not guaranteed to be the correct size for 
producing the right penumbra width based on the light source size,
• Filtering with large kernels for soft shadows requires a large number of samples, and 
stochastic approximations introduce noise, and
• Blocker estimation can produce highly inaccurate penumbra widths when the shadow 
penumbras of different blockers overlap.
We discuss three methods to overcome these limitations. First, we introduce a method 
for computing the soft shadow filter size for a receiver with a blocker distance. Then, 
we present a novel filtering scheme based on shadow mip-maps and trilinear filtering. 
Mipmap-based filtering uses shadow mip-maps to efficiently generate soft shadows using 
a constant-size filter kernel for each layer, and linear interpolation between layers. Next, we 
discuss an improved blocker estimation approach. W ith the improved blocker estimaiton, 
we explore the shadow contribution of every blocker by calculating the light occluded 
by potential blockers. Hence, the calculated penumbra areas correspond to the blockers 
correctly. Finally, we discuss how to select filter kernels for filtering.
3.1 Soft Shadow Filter Size
In this section, we introduce how to compute the soft shadow filter size for a receiver 
with a given blocker distance. Soft shadow filter size is important because it determines
12
whether the right region on the depth map is used for calculating the visibility of the light. 
The filter size estimation in PCSS does not provide the correct filter size tha t corresponds 
to an area light size because it is determined by scaling the estimated penumbra width 
with a user-defined factor. We replace the filter size estimation in PCSS with our approach 
such tha t the filter size of the average blocker distance can be accurately calculated. The 
approach we use is similar to the filter size computation used in [2].
Let us consider a simple scene geometry tha t consists of a horizontal planar light, a 
horizontal planar blocker and a horizontal planar receiver, where the light has a circular 
area. This simple scene perfectly fits the assumptions of PCSS with a single blocker that 
is a constant distance away from the light source. Consider the computation of the soft 
shadow filter size on the geometry point directly below the light center, as shown in Figure 
3.1. We use this specific case for approximating the soft shadow filter size of points in 
the scene. In PCSS, the soft shadow filter size rpcss is proportional to the penumbra size 
rpenumbra, estimated using
rpenumbra — rL • (dR dB) /d B
(3.1)
rpcss — k • rpenumbra >
where k is a user-defined factor to get proper soft shadow filter size by scaling the penumbra 
size as shown in Figure 3.2. If we find a blocker for a receiver, the blocker could fully 
or partially occlude the receiver. We need to consider the potential blockers within the 
correct filter region, which is defined by filter size and the center position of the filter, for 
determining the visibility of the light. PCSS assumes the blocker creates a penumbra region. 
Then, the penumbra size is calculated using Equation 3.1 and scaled to get the filter size 
to determine whether the receiver is in the penumbra region. In this process, while the 
penumbra size is computed using the light size, picking the correct filter size for the given 
blocker distance relies on setting the correct scaling parameter.
In our method, we first compute the region where potential blockers exist at the blocker 
distance. When the geometry point is placed directly under the light center, the center of 
the filter region is also directly under the light center at the blocker distance. We use the 
blocker size rB to represent the size of the region, as shown in Figure 3.3. rB is determined 
by the blocker distance dB , light size rL, and receiver distance dR, using similar triangles, 
such that
rB — rL • (dR -  dB)/dR. (3.2)
Now that we have the size of the blocker region, we can convert it to the filter size in 
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Geometry Point
F ig u re  3.1: 2D visualization of the geometry with a horizontal planar light, a horizontal 
planar blocker, and a horizontal planar receiver.
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F ig u re  3.3: Size of the blocker region at the blocker distance.
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as shown in Figure 3.4, the geometry size r G at the blocker distance dB is determined by 
dB and the field of view of the light center dfov. The filter size r  is then the ratio of r B and 
r G, such that
rB tl • (dn -  dB)/dn
r =  —  = -----^ , (3.3)
tg 2 • dB • tan(9fov/2)
where dfov is the field of view angle used for rendering the depth map.
As mentioned in the beginning of the section, we use this specific case to calculate the 
soft shadow filter size of other geometry points. For receivers that are not placed right in 
front of the light center, the filter region on the depth map becomes an ellipse, as shown in 
Figure 3.5. Nonetheless, we use a circle for approximating the filter regions, which provides 
a good enough approximation in practice, especially for relatively small f ov.
3.2 Mipmap-Based Filtering
In this section, we replace the filtering of PCSS with a mipmap-based filtering scheme. 
Instead of using a variable filter size as in PCSS, we apply a filter with a constant filter 
kernel size on each mip-map layer to get shadows that have the desired penumbra width. 
We compute the visibility of the light on a receiver by linearly blending the filtered shadows 
of the two layers with filter sizes tha t are closest to the soft shadow filter size, which 
is computed using Equation 3.3. Mipmap-based filtering gets smooth shadows at stable 
frame rates because the constant filter kernel size yields approximately constant access and 
filtering time for the depth maps. On the other hand, in PCSS, filtering is performed on 
a single depth map. Therefore, depending on the filter size, it may need many samples for 
calculating smooth shadows. When stochastic filtering is used for limiting the number of 
samples, it leads to noise in the final shadow results. Our mipmap-based approach avoids 
these problems.
For computing the shadow on a receiver, we start with the blocker estimation of PCSS, 
which produces an average blocker distance estimation for a receiver. Then, we calculate 
the filter size with the average blocker distance using Equation 3.3. Finally, we use mipmap- 
based filtering to compute the shadow value.
In PCSS, a given receiver point is assigned an average blocker distance dB using the 
blocker estimation. As shown in Figure 3.6, the blocker search region is defined by the light 
size r L, the receiver distance, and the depth of the shadow map (user defined). A number of 
pseudo random samples are generated within the blocker search region. The depth values 
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Geometry Point
F ig u re  3.4: Soft shadow filter size using our method. The filter size is the ratio of the 
blocker size and geometry size at the blocker distance. The depth texture in the side shows 
the corresponding filter region.
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F ig u re  3.5: Soft shadow kernel size of receiver point not in front of the light center.
Receiver
F ig u re  3.6: Blocker Estimation in PCSS.
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W ith the average blocker distance dB, we can calculate the filter size r  using Equation
3.3. Then, we use r  for computing the shadow using the shadow mip-maps.
Shadow mip-maps are a sequence of depth maps tha t have progressively lower resolu­
tions. A single shadow mip-map layer is rendered in the same way as the depth map with the 
same resolution. The depth value of each texel is the distance between the closest geometry 
and the light center. Figure 3.7 shows the process of generating two layers of shadow 
mip-maps. In Figure 3.7(a), the shadow map is shown with a blue grid tha t represents 
texels. The light is treated as a camera with perspective projection placed at the light 
center. In Figure 3.7(b), the same geometry is rendered to a lower-resolution shadow map 
featured with orange grids. Figure 3.8 is a visualization of the two shadow mip-map layers 
together with the geometry, such that in light space, the dotted lines show how the texture 
centers correspond to the geometry.
3.2.1 F ilterin g  w ith  a C onstant Size K ernel
The constant global filter kernel size is a user-defined value n, which defines an n x  n 
texel region that is accessed during filtering. The value of n determines the filter size of 
each mip-map layer, such that
ri =  n ■ hi, (3.4)
where r i is the filter size of layer i, and hi is the texel size (i.e., the reciprocal of layer i ’s 
resolution).
Now tha t we have each layer’s filter size r i , we can use r i to determine whether layer 
i is one of the two relevant mip-map layers tha t should be used for shadow computation. 
As explained in Section 3.1, any blocker distance corresponds to a soft shadow filter size 
tha t can be computed using Equation 3.3. In the case of shadow mip-maps, each layer i 
corresponds to a particular depth di that is determined by its filter size r i . Using Equation
3.3, the depth position di of a layer can be written as
d . = _________ rL • dR_________  ( 3  5)
i 2  ■ dR ■ ri ■ tan(% 0 v / 2 ) +  rL ' ( ^
Let us consider an example that the constant global filter kernel size n =  2 with 5
mip-map layers. In this case, the shadow mip-maps correspond to a layout as in Figure 3.9.
A given blocker with a particular blocker depth dB falls somewhere in between two mip-
map layers, as shown in Figure 3.10. We select the layers closest to the blocker for linearly
blending their filtered shadows. The closest layers are highlighted with blue rectangles in
Figure 3.11. Let a and b be the two corresponding layers right before and right after dB,




F ig u re  3.7: Generate shadow mip-maps from light center. The blue and orange grids are 
2D shadow texture units. The dotted lines through the grids are light rays toward texel 
centers. The depth value of a texel is the distance of the first-hit geometry by the light 
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F ig u re  3.9: Shadow mip-maps layers are placed in their corresponding depth determined 
by their filter sizes. The filter region of each layer is highlighted with purple rectangle.
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F ig u re  3.11: Choosing the highlighted layers to blend for the single blocker.
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F ig u re  3.12: The closest shadow mip-map layers associated with filter size r.
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Once the two relevant mip-map layers a and b are determined, we can filter each layer 
with its filter size ri and a filter kernel. The filter kernel will be discussed in detail in Section
3.4. The filtering on each layer will result in blurred shadows with a penumbra width that 
corresponds to r i . We use si as the filtering result, which is calculated using
texels
si =  X  f j Si j : M
j 2ri
where f j  is the filter value at texel j  and sij is a binary shadow value tha t is computed 
using depth comparison of the receiver distance dR and the texel’s depth value d j , such 
that
{ 1 :
0: if dij < dR +  dbias; ( 3  7 )
I, otherwise. ( . )
3.2.2 B len d in g  Shadow  M ip-M aps
The shadow value S tha t corresponds to the filter size r can be approximated as a linear 
combination of their shadows Sa and Sb computed using layers a and b, such that
S =  Wa ■ Sa +  Wb ■ Sb, (3.8)
where wa and wb are the weights determined by differences in the filter sizes using
r  -  ra 2r -  rb . .
Wb = --------- = ----------- (3.9)
rb -  ra rb
1  2ra -  r wa =  1  — wb = --------- . (3.10)a b ra
This way, mipmap-based filtering can be used for calculating the shadow on a receiver, 
due to a single blocker with a depth dR tha t is estimated using the blocker estimation of 
PCSS. The depth dR conresponds to a soft shadow filter size r, which is determined using 
Equation 3.3. The filter size r  is then used for determining which two layers should be 
blended as well as the weights used for blending. Hence, the filtering result with a filter size 
r is approximated using a linear interpolation of the two layers with the closest filter sizes.
3.3 Improved Blocker Estimation
So far the only stage of PCSS that is not replaced is the average blocker estimation. In 
this section, we introduce an improved blocker estimation approach to replace the average 
blocker estimation in PCSS.
PCSS assumes there is a single blocker for every receiver, and searches a blocker region 
to compute the average blocker distance for the receiver. The average blocker distance
Sij =
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is then used for estimating the penumbra width for filtering. However, the single blocker 
assumption produces incorrect penumbra widths when the shadow penumbras of multiple 
blockers overlap. In this case, penumbra width near the overlapped shadow areas should 
be estimated by the depth of the blocker associated with the penumbra.
In our method, we explore the shadow contribution of every blocker via estimating the 
light obscured by possible blockers. Hence, the calculated penumbra areas correspond to the 
blockers correctly. Texels used for blocker estimation are the same as the mipmap-based 
filtering. In PCSS, accurate average depth needs a large number of samples, which is 
expensive.
Let us take an example to illustrate the improved blocker estimation. As shown in Figure 
3.13, while estimating the blockers, we treat every texel in the filter region of each layer 
as a blocker. The texel’s blocker distance is the depth value stored in itself: d j . Assume 
tha t we are looking at texel j  of layer i (highlighted by the red rectangle in Figure 3.13), its 
blocker distance d j  may be different from the depth range of layer i. Because each layer’s 
depth is determined based on its kernel size r», d j  is taken to determine how much light is 
obscured by the texel.
We use Sij to represent the obscured light by texel j . If d j  is greater than the receiver 
distance dR plus a small user-defined shadow map bias value dbias, the texel does not occlude
Light Center
Light
. \  /  .
Layer 0 ............................................................................................................
• \ I '■
/  v '•
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Receiver
F ig u re  3.13: The Improved Blocker Estimation.
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any light coming to the receiver and sij is 0. Otherwise, we measure the texel’s influence 
to the receiver by calculating a texel weight Wj tha t tells where the real geometry depth 
stored in the texel falls in the depth range of layer i. For every layer, we define a depth 
region within which the layer has influences. The depth region of layer i is between the 
filter depth of the previous layer (i — 1) and the filter depth of the next layer (i +  1). The 
filter depth of a layer i is defined in Equation 3.5.
If dij exceeds the depth range, the texel does not have any influence to the receiver, 
wij is 0  and the shadow cast by the corresponding blocker is handled by another mip-map 
layer. Otherwise, wij is calculated by its soft shadow filter size and the filter sizes of the 
layers tha t created the depth range where dij falls, such that
< 2 rV- r , if r  > ri; 
wij — w (r | ro < r  <  rm- i ) — : 2rr-VL, if r  < ri; (3.11)
[ 0 , otherwise.
where m is the number of shadow mip-map layers. The first and last mip-map layers need 
be handled differently. For very small filter size r  < r 0  (smaller than the filter size of layer 
0  with the highest resolution), we determine the texel weight using
/ I  ^  \ J 0  dR < dij +  dbias; /n -im
w 1 r  < ro) — t  1 , otherwise. (3' 12)
On the other hand, when the filter size r  is so large tha t it exceeds the filter size of the 
bottom mip-map layer, rm -1, we consider the receiver blocked by the texel and we use
w (r | r  > rm- i )  — 1 (3.13)
In summary, the texel weight wij can be calculated differently in three cases:
{w (r | ro < r  < rm- i) ,  if ro < r  < rm- i  ;w (r | r  <  r0), if r  < r 0  ; (3.14)
w (r | r  >  rm- i) ,  if r  > rm- i  .
This way, the shadow contribution of texel j  of layer i s ij is formulated as
sij — wij — w (r) (3.15)
Now for a receiver, we have the amount of lighting obscured by every texel in the filter 
region of the layers, we can combine them as the total blocked light to the receiver. Let s
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be the visibility of the receiver, representing the amount of lighting coming to the receiver, 
such that
s _ 1  -  s b , (3.16)
where sB is the obscured light from possible blockers. sB is calculated using all mip-map 
layers i and all texels j  within the filter radius vi using
layers texels
sB =  X  X  sij • (3.17)
i j 2ri
In this equation, texels in the filter region of each layer are taken as blockers to determine 
the obscured light, vi is the filter size, sij is the amount of blocked light from texel j  of layer 
i, and f j is the filter kernel that is used to weight sij accordingly using the real coordinate 
of the texel and receiver on layer i.
3.4 Filter Kernels
In this section, we talk about varying kernels for filtering. Different filter kernels may 
result in shadows tha t have intensively different qualities.
We do filtering to smooth jagged shadow edges. When selecting filter kernels, we need 
to carefully consider the following properties:
• The volume under the the filter kernel function should add up to 1 in the filter region:
Etexels f _ -ij 2ri f j  _  ;
• The filter kernel should give us smooth results.
While filtering shadows, we multiply a texel’s shadow value with the volume under the 
kernel function in the domain (texel area).
Box filtering kernel supplies a linear filtering using an average operation on the texels 
covered by the filter region, as shown in Figure 3.14. The volume of the box is 1. When 
filtering each texel, the texel’s filter value is the volume under the box kernel in the covered 
texel area, as shown in Figure 3.15. Box filtering kernel is fast and easy to compute, but it 
is not effective in hiding pixelation artifacts unless a large enough filter size is used.
Similar to box filtering kernel, pyramid filtering kernel also supplies a linear filtering on 
the filter region. Pyramid filtering kernel produces smoother filtering results than the box 
kernel because it uses a pyramidal volume to filter the shadow map, as shown in Figure 
3.16.
Other filter kernels tha t use the kernel value at the texel center to filter the shadow map, 
instead of using the volume under the filter kernel on the filter region, may also provide
27
Only partial of the texel
The entire texe| is in the is in the filter domain.
F ig u re  3.14: Box filtering on depth texture.
Volume under the kernel function
F ig u re  3.15: Volume under the filter kernel.
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F ig u re  3.16: Pyramidal filtering on depth texture.
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acceptable filtering results (smooth shadow), but they might require large filter sizes. One 
difficulty with this approach is to make sure tha t the filter values used for each texel add 
up to 1 .
3.5 Implementation
The implementation of the Soft Shadow Mip-Maps technique is straightforward. The 
algorithm runs in two passes: first, we render the scene from the light view and generate 
the shadow mip-maps; second, we render the scene from the camera view. When generating 
the shadow mip-maps, we render the scene to the first mip-map layer to store the depths, 
then downsampling the first mip-map layer. During downsampling, each texel of the lower 
resolution layer is assigned by taking the minimum texel value of the four corresponding 
texels of the higher resolution layer. When rendering the scene to the camera view, we 
evaluate the visibility of a fragment in the fragment shader using our algorithm, then shade 
the fragment with its visibility. Algorithm 1  shows the overview of the implementation.
We use world space to store the depths and calculate the fragment visibility to avoid 
transformations of light size. When storing the world space depths to the first shadow mip- 
map layer, we normalize the depths using a normalization factor while rendering the scene 
from the camera view, and we retrieve the world space depths by applying the reciprocal 
of the normalization factor to the depths in the shadow mip-map layers.
The depth bias for each shadow mip-map layer needs to be carefully adjusted to avoid 
shadow acne and artifacts, as the shadow mip-map layers have different resolutions. We
R e n d e r  scene from  ligh t source:
Create the first layer of the soft shadow mip-map;
Create the shadow mip-maps through downsampling;
R e n d e r  scene from  th e  c a m e ra , in  th e  frag m en t shader:
Initialize the total blocked light: sb  =  0;
for shadow mip-map layer i: do
for texel j  in the filter region: do
Compute the weight wij using Equation 3.14;




Compute the visibility S using Equation 3.16;
Shade the fragment using the estimated visibility S;
A lg o rith m  1: Implementation of Soft Shdow Mip-Maps
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suggest to first apply a constant depth bias to get rid of shadow acne. While shadow acne 
can be easily removed by a constant depth bias, shadow artifacts can happen in lower 
resolution shadow mip-map layers because the shadow-map texels cover large ranges of 
depths. This kind of artifacts often become obvious when polygons are almost parallel to 
the light direction. Second, to reduce the shadow artifact, we apply a slope-scaled depth 
bias for the fragment’s depth for each shadow mip-map layer. The slope of a fragment is 
the tangent of the angle between the normal vector and the light direction at the fragment. 
It is used to avoid large depth bias on contact shadows. We accordingly adjust the slope 
by scaling the slope based on the texel size of the shadow mip-map layer. Specifically, we 
scale the texel size by a constant value, with which we scale the slope to get the depth bias 
of a shadow mip-map layer. Algorithm 2  shows the second pass with depth bias steps.
R e n d e r  scene from  th e  cam era , in  th e  frag m en t shader:
Initialize the total blocked light: sb _  0;
Compute the fragment’s distance to the light source: du ;
Apply constant depth bias dconstbias to avoid shadow acne: du _  du -  dconstbias;
for shadow mip-map layer i: do
Apply slope scaled depth bias dadaptivebias to avoid shadow artifacts:
dUi dU dadaptivebias;
for texel j  in the filter region: do
Compute the weight W j _  w(v(dUi)) using Equation 3.14;




Compute the visibility s using Equation 3.16;
Shade the fragment using the estimated visibility s ;
A lg o rith m  2: Second Pass with Depth Bias Steps
CHAPTER 4
RESULTS AND LIMITATIONS
In this chapter, we demonstrate the shadow quality produced by Soft Shadow Mip- 
Maps and compare the performance of Soft Shadow Mip-Maps with Variance Soft Shadow 
Mapping. All the experiences were run on a PC with a quad-core 2.60GHz Intel i7-6700HQ 
CPU, an NVIDIA Geforce GTX 970M, and 16GB memory. For all the examples, we use 
a small quad-shaped light source as the basic configuration for the scenes. Box filtering 
is used to filter the shadow mip-map layers as it brings small computation overhead yet 
produces competitive results.
4.1 Quality
In this section, we first show the occluded light by each layer. Then, we discuss how the 
shadows in the penumbra region differ from ideal penumbra shadows using a 2D example. 
We also examine how filter size influences the shadow quality of Soft Shadow Mip-Maps. 
Finally, we compare our results with Percentage Closer Soft Shadows and ray traced soft 
shadows.
4.1 .1  O ccluded Light
In this section, we illustrate how mip-map layers occlude the receiver by showing the 
occluded lights from the layers. In Figure 4.1, the image on the top shows a simple scene 
with increasing penumbra widths. The scene is configured with a planar ground on which 
stands a tall box. The ground and box are respectively the receiver and occluder in our 
context. On the contact surfaces of the receiver, the penumbra widths are relatively sharper 
than other penumbra areas of the receiver. As the blocker gets farther from the receiver, the 
penumbra width increases progressively. The three images on the bottom show occluded 
lights from related mip-map layers. From left to right, the mip-map layer is respectively 
the first, second, and third. By accumulating the occluded lights from the mip-map layers 
and reverting them to visible lights, we get the result in the image on the top.
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F ig u re  4.1: Occluded lights from soft shadow mip-map layers. Top: the scene with 
progressively increasing penumbra width. Bottom: occluded lights from the first, second, 
and third mip-map layers.
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A mip-map layer is taken to compute shadows for a specific geometry point when the 
blocker depth of the geometry point falls in the layer’s depth region. In this example, the 
first mip-map layer (Figure 4.1 bottom-left) is taken to compute shadows for the surface 
around the contact area because the blocker depths around contact area are among the 
largest depth region of the scene. So the corresponding depth region on the mip-map layers 
is reflected on the first layer’s depth region. As the blocker depth decreases and enters 
the second mip-map layer’s depth region, the second mip-map layer is taken to compute 
shadows (Figure 4.1 bottom-center). Similarly, the third mip-map layer is taken to compute 
shadows when the blocker depth enters the third mip-map layer’s depth region (Figure 4.1 
bottom-right). Since the minimum blocker depth stays in the third mip-map layer’s depth 
region, no consecutive mip-map layers are needed for computing shadows.
The amount of occluded light by a mip-map layer is determined by the distance between 
the blocker depth and the mip-map layer’s depth. In Figure 4.1 the left image on the bottom, 
the first mip-map layer’s impact of occluded light stays stable in the beginning, because 
the blocker depths are larger than the first layer’s depth, in which condition the first layer 
fully occludes the light (Equation 3.12). When the blocker depth gets smaller than the 
first layer’s depth and then exits the first mip-map layer’s depth region, the first mip-map 
layer’s impact of occluded light gradually decreases to zero. As for the second mip-map 
layer (Figure 4.1 center image on the bottom), its impact of occluded light increases first 
as the blocker depth gets closer to the second mip-map layer’s depth, and then decreases 
to zero as the blocker depth gets smaller than its depth and finally exceeds the second 
mip-map layer’s depth region. The third mip-map layer’s impact of occluded light is similar 
to the second mip-map layer. As shown in Figure 4.1 the right image on the bottom, the 
amount of occluded lights increases first and disappears where the geometry points are not 
occluded.
4 .1 .2  Penum bra D ifference
Our results cannot achieve zero penumbra difference when compared against ray traced 
shadows, because the penumbra regions of the layers occluding the receiver do not fully 
overlap. When the occluded light in the penumbra regions is added up together to get the 
total occluded light, the amount of shadow in the final penumbra region does not increase 
uniformly from the umbra boundary to the fully lit (no shadow) boundary. However, ideally 
the shadow amount should increase linearly. Figure 4.2 shows a 2D version of the penumbra 
changes of our algorithm. From top to bottom, the blue and green lines with little grids are 
two consecutive mip-map layers L i and Li+ i. Below these layers, the black lines represent
34
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F ig u re  4.2: Shadow curve in 2D with linear filtering.
the blocker and receiver geometries. Below them, the three graphs show blocked lights by 
each layer, total blocked light, and final shadow on the receiver. The ideal shadow amount 
is shown as the green lines on the bottom graph.
Note tha t our shadow approximation deviates from the ideal shadow because our penum­
bra width is wider than the ideal penumbra width, and the shadow amount change rate 
is not constant in the penumbra region. The penumbra width of our algorithm is wider 
than ideal penumbra width because the penumbra width is determined by larger filter 
region of the mip-map layers. In this case, it is Li+1’s filter region. Since we weight the 
shadow amount in Li+1’s filter region with a nonzero coefficient, shadows are produced in 
the entire filter region. However, the ideal penumbra width is smaller than Li+1’s filter size, 
so that shadows should not cover Li+1’s entire filter region. The shadow amount change 
rate of our algorithm does not keep the same in the penumbra area because the shadow 
amount is calculated by linearly combining shadows from the mip-map layers, which are 
linear functions with different change rates in subdomains of the penumbra region. While 
the shadow amounts of L i and L i+1 are both linear functions in their own filter regions, 
their linear combination causes changes of the rate because their filter regions do not fully 
overlap. Specifically, Li ’s filter region is half of the size of Li+1’s filter region, where the 
shadow amount change rate in the overlapped filter region is the sum of Li and Li+1’s
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shadow amount change rates. For the other half filter region of Li+ 1 , the shadow amount 
change rate is Li+1’s change rate, because L j’s shadow amount does not change in these 
regions.
In Figure 4.3, the left image shows the shadow rendered by our method, and the right 
image is the ray traced result. The bottom image shows the penumbra difference of our 
result and the ray traced result, which corresponds to the third graph of Figure 4.2. In the 
penumbra difference image, the red and green area in the floor mark the area where the 
shadows have differences. Specifically, the green area means the ray traced shadow is darker 
than our result, and the red area means our result is darker than the ray traced result. The 
intensity is 8 x of the shadow difference.
4.1 .3  F ilter  Size
We filter the shadow-map layers to smooth the jagged shadow edges and enhance the 
shadow quality. Filter size determines which shadow-map layers occlude the receiver. W ith 
a small filter size, the layers occluding the receiver come from low-resolution mip-map layers, 
so the occluded light from each layer is relatively coarse. In Figure 4.4 top, the left image 
shows our result of shadows cast by spheres, and the right image shows the ray traced 
reference. Because of the small filter size, The penumbra widths do not perfectly reflect the 
sphere's boundaries.
Using a larger filter size, the layers occluding the receiver have higher resolutions, so 
the occluded light from each layer is smoother and approaches the ray traced reference. In 
Figure 4.4 middle, the penumbra width of our result is closer to ray traced penumbra width 
compared with the penumbra width in Figure 4.4 top.
However, in practice we cannot use a very large filter size. This is because when the filter 
size is too large, the layer occluding the receiver would be layer 0  of the shadow mip-map 
which has the highest resolution. In this case, the umbra area would be underestimated 
and penumbra area would be overestimated, since very large filter size causes small depths 
of the mip-map layers, so tha t most geometry depths would be larger than the largest layer 
depth, i.e., layer 0’s depth. When a geometry depth is larger than layer 0’s depth, the 
texels of layer 0 's filter region have full impact of the occluded light on the geometry point, 
according to Equation 3.12. This would bring unnecessary extra lights to the geometry 
point. Generally we should avoid making most geometry depths larger than the largest 
layer depth, which causes overestimated penumbra and expensive computation. The ideal 
filter size should generate shadow mip-map layer depths evenly distributed in the geometry 
depths, so we could compute shadows for varying penumbra widths without taking too
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F ig u re  4.3: (Left) Soft Shadow Mip-Maps. (Right) Ray Traced Soft Shadow. (Bottom) 
Penumbra difference. The penumbra difference is magnified 8 x.
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F ig u re  4.4: (Top) Soft Shadow with a Small Filter Size. Left: Soft Shadow Mip-Maps 
with a filter size of 2. Right: Ray Traced Shadow. (Middle) Soft Shadow with a Larger 
Filter Size. Left: Soft Shadow Mip-Maps with a filter size of 5. Right: Ray Traced Shadow. 
(Bottom) Soft Shadow with a Very Large Filter Size. Left: Soft Shadow Mip-Maps with a 
filter size of 9. Right: Ray Traced Shadow.
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many texels on each shadow mip-map layer. As shown in Figure 4.4 bottom, the shadow is 
smoother, but the penumbra width is too wide when compared to the ray traced result.
4 .1 .4  C om pare w ith  PC SS and R ay Traced Soft Shadow s
In our method, shadows are calculated by the right geometry tha t occludes the receiver. 
Whereas in Percentage Closer Soft Shadows, the receiver may be affected by geometries that 
do not occlude it. As shown in Figure 4.5, when the shadow boundaries of the planes get 
closer, the penumbra widths generated using PCSS deviate from the ray traced reference 
as compared with our method.
For complex models, our method produces closer results to the ray traced reference as 
compared to Percentage Closer Soft Shadows in terms of the smoothness of shadows in the 
penumbra area (Figure 4.6).
Our algorithm can be applied to a large span of light sizes for complex scenes, whereas 
Percentage Closer Soft Shadows cannot properly handle very large light sources. Figures 
4.7, 4.8, and 4.9 show the same scene with gradually increased light sizes. In these figures, 
the left images are rendered by our algorithm, the middle images are ray traced references, 
and the right images are the PCSS results. Compared with PCSS, our algorithm generates 
smoother shadows with less noise and closer results to the ray traced references. As the 
light size increase, the parameters of PCSS need to be adjusted accordingly (the scaling 
factor of estimated penumbra width for the filter size, the depth of the shadow-map plane, 
the radius of the scene, etc.) to achieve similar results to the ray traced references. On 
the other hand, our algorithm only needs adjusting the filter size and the depth bias for 
approximating the results of the ray traced references with varying light sizes.
4.2 Performance
In this section, we compare the performance of our algorithm with Variance Soft Shadow 
Mapping, since Variance Soft Shadow Mapping provides a highly efficient soft shadow 
computation, which substantially outperforms other methods. Figure 4.10 shows a scene 
with 3968 faces, where our algorithm achieves a good balance of performance and quality. 
Figure 4.11 shows the performance number in millionseconds per frame for our algorithm 
and Variance Soft Shadow Mapping. As the filter size of our method increases, the number of 
texels being accessed per frame grows quadratically, which brings more time consumption 
during the rendering. Therefore, Variance Soft Shadow Mapping provides significantly 
faster shadow computation than our Soft Shadow Mip-Maps for larger filter sizes. However, 
as we discussed in Section 4.1.3, Soft Shadow Mip-Maps can produce soft shadows with
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F ig u re  4.5: In Soft Shadow Mip-Maps, penumbra width is closer to the ground tru th  
than Percentage Closer Soft Shadows. Left: Soft Shadow Mip-Maps. Middle: Ray Traced 
Reference. Right: Percentage Closer Soft Shadow.
F ig u re  4.6: In Soft Shadow Mip-Maps, the shadow in penumbra area is smoother than 
Percentage Closer Soft Shadow. Left: Soft Shadow Mip-Maps. Middle: Ray Traced 
Reference. Right: Percentage Closer Soft Shadow.
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F ig u re  4.7: Complex scene with a small light source. Left: Soft Shadow Mip-Maps. 
Middle: Ray Traced Reference. Right: Percentage Closer Soft Shadow.
F ig u re  4.8: Complex scene with a larger light source than Figure 4.7. Left: Soft Shadow 
Mip-Maps. Middle: Ray Traced Reference. Right: Percentage Closer Soft Shadow.
F ig u re  4.9: Complex scene with a larger light source than Figure 4.8. Left: Soft Shadow 
Mip-Maps. Middle: Ray Traced Reference. Right: Percentage Closer Soft Shadow.
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F ig u re  4.10: A scene with 3968 faces rendered by Soft Shadow Mip-Maps and Variance 
Soft Shadow Mapping. Left: Soft Shadow Mip-Maps with a depth map of size 256 x 256 and 
CPU-generated mip-maps. Right: Variance Soft Shadow Mapping with a Variance Shadow 
Map of size 256 x 256, and a GPU generated Summed Area Table.
F ig u re  4.11: Performance Comparison between Soft Shadow Mip-Maps and Variance Soft 
Shadow Mapping.
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acceptable quality using small filter sizes, where the performance is closer to Variance Soft 
Shadow Mapping. From our experience, the best practice of filter size of our algorithm is 
4 or 5, in which case it takes about 7 millionseconds to render 3968 faces. Variance Soft 
Shadow Mapping achieves very high performance with a GPU generated Summed Area 
Table, yet the quality it supplies is at a similar level as Percentage Closer Soft Shadows.
4.3 Limitations
Our Soft Shadow Mip-Maps have two important limitations: light bleeding and discrete 
shadow placement. In this section, we discuss these limitations in details.
4.3 .1  Light B leed ing
Our method suffers from light bleeding when a geometry point is occluded by overlapped 
blockers at different depths to the light source. In Figure 4.12, the blue and red occluders 
partially overlap along the view direction of the light source. Ideally, the area on the ground 
occluded by the blockers should be completely in the umbra area, as shown in the ray traced 
reference (Figure 4.12 right image). However, in our result (Figure 4.12 left image), there 
is light bleeding around the boundaries of the shadows cast by the overlapping blockers, as 
highlighted by the yelllow parallelogram in Figure 4.13.
The reason for light bleeding is tha t our method only calculates shadows using the 
geometry available in the shadow mip-maps. Therefore, the occluded geometry is not taken 
into consideration, which leads to light bleeding. Specifically, light bleeding happens in 
critical filter regions of associated mip-map layers. Critical filter region is the filter region 
of a mip-map layer on the depth transition between the blockers, as bounded by the vertical 
dotted line pairs in the same color in Figure 4.14. In Figure 4.14, we approximate light 
bleeding in 2D with linear filtering. The top four lines are mip-map layers involved in the 
shadow computation. Below the mip-map layers is the geometry, which includes a higher 
blocker, a lower blocker, and a receiver, consecutively. Below them, the three graphs show 
the blocked light of each mip-map layer, the total blocked light, and the final shadow of the 
receiver, respectively.
The first graph in Figure 4.14 shows the blocked light of each mip-map layer. The 
dotted vertical lines highlight the boundaries of the critical filter regions of the mip-map 
layers. We define the left boundary as the starting point of the critical filter region, the 
right boundary as the ending point. The colors of the curve of the blocked light and the 
critical filter region boundaries of a mip-map layer are the same as that of the mip-map 
layer. Assume the blue and green mip-map layers i and i +  1  are taken to compute the
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F ig u re  4.12: Test Scene for Light Bleeding. Left: Results of Soft Shadow Mip-Maps. 
Right: Ray Traced Reference.
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F ig u re  4.13: Light Bleeding Highlights. On the blue blocker, the yellow parallelogram 
highlights the blocked area. On the ground, the yellow ellipse hightlights light bleedings.
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Receiver
F ig u re  4.14: Light Bleeding Curves in 2D with Linear Filtering.
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blocked light of the lower blocker, then the blocked light of each layer is 0  before the critical 
filter region, and linearly increases to the maximum value by the end of the critical filter 
region. The maximum blocked lights of mip-map layers i and i +  1 add up to 1. On the 
other hand, when the orange and purple mip-map layers j  and j  +  1  are taken to compute 
the blocked light of the higher blocker, the blocked light of each layer adds up to 1  before 
the critical filter region, and linearly decreases to 0  by the end of the critical filter region. 
Since the higher blocker produces wider penumbra width than the lower blocker, the orange 
mip-map layer is higher than or equal to the blue mip-map layer, i.e., j  > i. When the 
orange mip-map layer is equal to the blue one, the blocked light of the orange mip-map 
layer is smaller than the blue one, so tha t the purple mip-map layer blocks more light than 
the green one and results in a larger penumbra width.
The second graph in Figure 4.14 shows the total blocked light by the mip-map layers. 
The total blocked light in areas out of the critical filter regions is 1. W ithin the critical filter 
regions, the total blocked light is not 1  because the inequality of the critical filter regions 
causes inequality of the absolute values of the slopes of the linear transitions of the blocked 
lights of the mip-map layers, which leads to a nonflat curve for the sum of the blocked light 
of each mip-map layer. However, the ideal curve for total blocked light in the critical filter 
regions should be flat, as depicted by the green solid line.
The third graph in Figure 4.14 shows the final shadow on the receiver. As a result of 
nonflat total blocked light, the final shadow is also not flat as the positive value of the 
opposite of the total blocked light, which results in light bleeding.
Therefore, our Soft Shadow Mip-Maps technique produce correct shadows only for the 
blocker geometry tha t is visible to the light source. If a part of a blocker geometry is not in 
any of the mip-map levels, it cannot be included in the shadow computation, so it does not 
produce any shadow. Fixing this light bleeding issue requires the ability to store multiple 
blocker depths for each shadow-map texel.
4.3 .2  D iscrete  Shadow  P lacem en t
Another limitation of our method is tha t using lower resolution shadow mip-map layers 
limits the resolution of the shadow placement. As a result, when a blocker moves slowly, its 
shadow follows it with discrete steps, the size of which is determined by the corresponding 
mip-map layer resolution. Therefore, while our method produces reasonable soft shadows 
for a single image, soft shadows generated using our method can move substantially from 
frame to frame. Since the closest geometry to the light source is perceived as discrete 
patches in the mip-map layers that correspond to all texels of the layer, the blocker can
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project to the same patch in lower resolution mip-map layers when moving. Hence, as 
long as the blocker is projected to the same texel on the corresponding mip-map layer, the 
shadow position remains unchanged.
CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
We introduced the Soft Shadow Mip-Maps technique for rendering soft shadows in real­
time with the geometry information supplied in shadow mip-maps. Our work is based on 
the filtering-oriented soft shadow computation framework. In order to produce penumbra 
widths from the associated blockers, three methods are presented: how to precisely compute 
the soft shadow filter size for a receiver with a given blocker distance, how to efficiently 
filter shadows using shadow mip-maps, and how to estimate occluded light from potential 
blockers. We solved issues regarding shadow penumbra width calculation apparent in prior 
techniques by avoiding the average blocker estimation through estimating the occluded light 
from every potential blocker, which produces penumbra widths from the associated blockers.
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